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But later that same year when the FDA approved a colon cancer chemotherapy called
Eloxatin, Dr. Pazdur approvingly remarked
“we want to send a message” about “the value

tune moment for them to do so. Never since the
creation of the accelerated approval process in
1992 have the regulatory barriers to cancer research looked so oppressive.

Who’s Stingy?
The Administration has already led the eff all the earnest good intentions offered
about African poverty in the lead-up to fort to cancel the multilateral debt of the 38
this week’s G-8 summit in Gleneagles, “highly indebted poor countries,” or HIPCs.
Scotland, the most powerful wasn’t from a con- These countries owe $40 billion to international
financial institutions
cert stage accompasuch as the World
nied by a guitar riff. It
Ask Bono about
Bank, and the G-8
was President Bush’s
America’s generosity.
agreement promises
challenge to Europe reto make the debt paygarding the farm subments as they come due over the next 40 years.
sidies that cripple African agriculture.
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Last year U.S. bilateral aid to Africa was
$3.2 billion compared with $1.1 billion in the final year of the Clinton Administration. The
Treasury Department says nearly one-quarter
of every dollar in development assistance to
sub-Saharan Africa last year came from the
U.S. Last month Mr. Bush committed another
$674 million in humanitarian aid to the region,
which exceeds the entire U.S. budget for subSaharan aid in 1997. Amid such facts, it takes
nerve for such former Clinton officials as Susan Rice to lecture Americans as ungenerous,
as they’ve been doing for weeks now on op-ed
pages.

Also on the subject of American “stinginess,” U.S. efforts to do more have sometimes
been stymied by the lack of generosity from
other rich countries. Consider Mr. Bush’s fiveyear, $15 billion initiative to fight AIDS in Africa. “I think he’s done an incredible job, his
Administration, on AIDS. And 250,000 Africans
are on anti-viral drugs. They literally owe their
lives to America,” Bono said on NBC’s “Meet
the Press” a week ago Sunday.
The U.S. also contributes to a multilateral
initiative called the Global Fund that fights
AIDS and other diseases in the developing
world. But last year Washington was obliged to
withhold $88 million that Congress had appropriated for the Fund. That’s because the law
caps U.S. contributions at 33% of the total—it is
called the Global Fund after all—and other
countries hadn’t provided their share.
Finally, let’s never forget the enormous contribution that U.S. military spending at 4% of
GDP makes to general peace and prosperity.
This is a sacrifice in blood and money that Europe is only too happy to let Americans pick up,
especially when it is spent in places like Kosovo. Notwithstanding this week’s rhetoric,
Americans can take pride in doing their fair
share to make the world a better place.
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Instead, it’s so much easier to demand that
American taxpayers pony up ever more money.
But as even the likes of rockers Bono and Bob
Geldof have acknowledged, the U.S. has hardly
been stingy. Mr. Geldof told Time magazine last
month, “Actually, today I had to defend the Bush
Administration in France again. They refuse to
accept, because of their political ideology, that
he has actually done more than any American
president for Africa. But it’s empirically so.”

We would have preferred that the debt simply be canceled and the balance sheets of the international financial institutions not be replenished at all. And we’re not confident that the
World Bank will adequately screen for performance without an independent evaluation system in place. But it is encouraging that at least
new funds will not automatically be disbursed
in proportion to previous failures.

The majority of Unocal’s Asian reserves are
gas. Its proven reserves are mostly committed
to long-term contracts in the region, notably for
domestic gas markets in Thailand and Bangladesh. Unocal also has very substantial gas
resources—or unbooked reserves—particularly
offshore East Kalimantan, Indonesia, which will
be developed for the production of liquefied natural gas (LNG). Although CNOOC will have no
direct influence over the marketing of the LNG,
since this is conducted by Indonesian stateowned entities, it is expected that the cleanburning LNG will be sold primarily into Asian
markets.
We also believe that our two companies can
bring even more oil and gas to the U.S. market
by building on Unocal’s strength in the Gulf of
Mexico and other producing areas in the U.S.
Last year, CNOOC grew production of oil and
gas by over 7%. Over the past three years, we
achieved an average reserve replacement ratio
of about 213%, one of the best records in the
industry.
We have partnered with many leading oil and
gas companies in a significant number of
projects in China and elsewhere in the world. An
example is the memorandum of understanding
we have signed with Chevron to participate in
the Gorgon LNG project in Australia, which is
expected to supply LNG to both China and the
U.S. Of course, sometimes we compete with
these companies as well—in this case with Chevron for Unocal. That is because we are both
trying to pay the best price, for a good business.
I adhere to the belief that the highest price wins.
Given that our bid is about 11%—or $2 billion—
higher than Chevron’s stock-and-cash deal as of
today, this competition also benefits Unocal’s
shareholders, in addition to our own. The bottom
line is that our all-cash offer puts more dollars in
the pockets of shareholders and is not subject to
the daily fluctuations and uncertainty of the
stock market.
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There has been huge change in China in recent years, as more and more businesses have
learned to focus on proper financial management and corporate governance disciplines.
CNOOC is recognized for being well ahead of
most of them, however. We are a listed company,
with half of our eight-member board composed
of nonexecutive independent directors. Our parent company has been a leader in the development of the oil and gas industry in China since
its formation in 1982. It is investment-grade
credit-rated, has net cash on its balance sheet,
and is highly profitable.

Finally, we will sell or place into special
management arrangements any pipeline, gas
storage, terminals and other midstream assets
that might raise concerns in the CFIUS process. Unocal has a relatively small portfolio of
midstream assets, which include its 22% interest in the Colonial Pipeline and its less than 2%
interest in the Trans Alaska Pipeline. While
other foreign entities own significantly larger
stakes in even more critical U.S. energy infrastructure such as refineries, we believe that, as
long as a divestiture or CFIUS-approved management structure for the assets at issue
doesn’t damage Unocal’s business, these assets
are not core to the shareholder value we can
create with this merger.

CNOOC will be good for
Unocal’s shareholders—and
for U.S. oil and jobs.
ing my master’s degree at the University of
Southern California, I spent 13 years working
with international oil companies, many of
them U.S. oil companies. When I led Phillips’s
joint venture with CNOOC in China, we had
200 expatriate employees working alongside
200 Chinese. That was a very positive experience, and I want to share with you my great
personal pride at the thought of leading a similar effort to combine the talents of an American company and a Chinese one. I am therefore very pleased that CNOOC and Unocal
have begun discussing
the merits of our offer, and I hope we
can
reach
an
agreement on a
consensual transaction in the near
future.
We have recently filed with
the Committee on
Foreign Investment in
the United States (CFIUS)
and look forward to entering discussions with
them and answering all their questions as soon
as possible. We are prepared to agree necessary
modifications to our proposal in order to alleviate any concerns they may have.

At the heart of our commitment is the CFIUS
process. We recently filed a notice so that it
could begin to review our proposal. In preparing
our bid, CNOOC always planned to voluntarily
seek CFIUS review. I respect the concerns the
process seeks to address and believe that a successful review can help
build even stronger
trading ties that are
so vital to our two
countries.

When my company’s board authorized the
offer for Unocal, I knew that the transaction
would create great interest—and even concern.
That is why we set out straight away, to address
those concerns with upfront commitments surrounding our deal.
The most fundamental point of concern that
we face is that American oil and gas should
stay in America—and I promise that we will
continue Unocal’s sales practice of selling all,
or substantially all, U.S. oil and gas in U.S.
markets. The American public’s anxiety—that
we plan to take fuel back to China—is based on
a misunderstanding. It would not be economically rational to take U.S. oil and gas to China—
not least, as the U.S. is one of the strongest
markets in the world. In fact we will increase
production in the U.S., particularly from the
Gulf of Mexico. That will mean more oil for U.S.
consumers, not less. It is worth noting that
international oil and gas operators active in
China are free to export their share of production anywhere in the world, or sell into the
domestic market.
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I know that operating a business in the U.S. is
a complex undertaking. Only the
companies
with
the best management teams are able to
survive and prosper. Thus, CNOOC will make
every effort to persuade the members of Unocal’s executive and operations management
team to join the combined company. Unocal
has more than 100 years of experience in the
U.S., and the combined company will benefit
from that knowledge. We know their people
well and respect them as some of the best in
the industry. We, too, have a 20-year track
record of working with other international
businesses, integrating teams from different
countries into effective cross-border joint
ventures. With the Unocal team alongside us,
I am confident we will build a compelling
business.
I know that debate about our offer will continue. I am conscious that, in some ways,
CNOOC is helping show the American people
the face not just of our business, but of the
changing nature of corporate China. The best
way we can do that is by being open and responsive to people’s concerns, and by ensuring that
they see the careful, transparent standards of
shareholder discipline that we apply to a situation like this.
Our company has grown shareholder value
from a market cap of $6 billion when it listed
four years ago, to $25 billion today. I will continue to focus on bringing value to CNOOC
shareholders and am convinced that the acquisition of Unocal can help us. I will also be focused on providing our better offer for Unocal
shareholders, on bringing oil and jobs to the
United States, and on our assurances that we
will be an open and responsible participant in
the process.
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We also wanted to send a very clear message
about jobs, so our second commitment is that
CNOOC will seek to retain substantially all Unocal employees, especially those in the U.S. We
think Unocal has attractive and efficient operations and a high quality team. Our merger, un-

Mr. Fu is chairman and CEO of CNOOC Ltd.

Ethiopia vs. Eritrea
By Michela Wrong
Here’s a challenge for the G-8 leaders meeting in Gleneagles, Scotland: What do you do
about an African nation that isn’t weighed down
by billions of dollars in debt, rejects the very
principle of foreign aid, yet is full of hungry people and could well be the setting for the continent’s next war?
Fourteen years ago, when a plucky rebel
movement ousted the army of Mengistu Haile
Mariam, Ethiopia’s Marxist dictator, Eritrea
seemed to offer Africa a blueprint for change, a
sleaze-free, hardworking model for a troubled
continent. Grateful Western governments
classed Eritrean President Isaias Afewerki and
Ethiopian Prime Minister Meles Zenawi, who
had teamed up as rebel commanders to overthrow Mengistu, as members of a group of “Renaissance” leaders finding African solutions to
African problems.
Today, this tiny Red Sea nation, which occupies a key strategic location between multifaith Africa and the Islamic Middle East, has
tragically lost its way. With Mr. Isaias ruling
by decree and Mr. Meles blithely violating international law over his country’s border with
Eritrea, the crisis undermines the claim by
Tony Blair’s Commission for Africa—on which,
ironically, Mr. Meles sits—that a new generation of forward-looking leaders makes it possible for the West to engage with the continent as
never before.
i
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“Take me with you,” a young Eritrean waiting outside an Art Deco cinema on Liberation
Avenue, elegant Asmara’s main thoroughfare,
begged me on my last visit, in May—an appeal I
have heard many times elsewhere in Africa, but
was shocked to hear in proudly nationalistic Eritrea. “Here there is no peace.”
If there is no peace, there is no war either.
For the last three years, Eritrea has been locked
in a state of permanent military alert for a conflict that could erupt at any moment, but might
never. That constant emergency has helped
twist what once seemed a promising young democracy out of kilter, molding it into what increasingly feels like a warped police state.
In 1998, Eritrea, a former Italian colony
which fought for 30 years to detach itself from its
much larger neighbor, was plunged into a disastrous new conflict with Ethiopia over their
1,000-km border. Arbitration by a boundary commission in The Hague was supposed to settle the
dispute. But Ethiopia, outraged by the commission’s allotting of the symbolically significant
Tigrayan village of Badme to Eritrea, has so far
failed to implement what both sides had agreed
would be a “final and binding” ruling.
The refusal by Mr. Meles, a Tigrayan, to
allow the frontier to be marked with cement
pillars keeps both the 3,000-strong U.N. force
separating the two sides and Eritrea’s population locked in a form of Groundhog Day. Every
six months or so—March was the last time—both
countries step up the verbal abuse and a new
war seems imminent, only for the two to back off
at the last moment. “It’s been a recurring pattern of rhetoric, alarm and then calm,” said a
U.N. officer. “Eventually, something has to give.

But then, that’s what I said last time we met.
This is 2003, right?” he jokes.
Legwaila Joseph Legwaila, head of the U.N.
mission, does not conceal his frustration at the
international community’s reluctance to force
compliance, which risks turning his mission into

A story from Africa for the
G-8 to ponder.
an expensive failure. “I don’t want to turn 100
here. By the end of this year we will have spent
more than $1 billion. We are waiting for a pillar
that may never be planted.”
The terrible irony is that Eritrea, whose guerrilla movement forged a philosophy of strict selfreliance in the trenches, is no longer master of
its fate. The future depends on events in the
Ethiopian capital, Addis Ababa, where a surprisingly strong showing by the opposition in the
May elections, followed by a government
crackdown which left 36 dead and thousands in detention, has thrown everything up in the air.
Some Eritreans believe a strengthened Ethiopian opposition, in which the
Amhara ethnic group plays a major
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Too many African exports, particularly farm
commodities, are kept out of Western markets
by tariffs, import quotas and price supports for
domestic producers. Open those markets and encourage better African governance and, as history has proven over and over, you’ll unlock the
door for poor nations to generate wealth and
free themselves from dependence on handouts.
But don’t expect the leaders assembled in Scotland to rally behind Mr. Bush’s idea; they aren’t
about to take on powerful domestic interests.

The debt-relief agreement also restructures
the way aid is distributed. As the loans are paid
off, the HIPCs will not automatically get additional lending. Instead, the new money available through the World Bank’s International
Development Agency and the African Development Bank can be disbursed to any developing
country. The deciding factor will be measurable efforts toward good governance.

Two weeks ago, our company, CNOOC Ltd.,
extended a friendly, all-cash offer to Unocal’s
board of directors. After being invited to engage
in dialogue with Unocal earlier this year, we
entered detailed negotiations regarding a possible merger. We have made our offer because
Unocal’s asset base fits our business extremely
well—70% of its oil and gas reserves are close to
Asian markets where we operate. We are listed
on the New York and Hong Kong stock exchanges and have fiduciary obligations to all of
our shareholders. We believe this merger will
offer our shareholders, which include many leading U.S. institutional investors, tremendous
growth opportunities.

like Chevron’s, is not based on rationalization
and cost cutting. As a result it will save a great
many American jobs.

Furthermore, ours is a business run by professional businesspeople. Most of the team
here, including me, have been in the oil and
gas industry throughout our careers. We are
also very international in our approach. We
have been working in joint ventures with other
leading oil companies for 20 years. After earn-
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In an interview broadcast in Britain on Monday, Mr. Bush said the U.S. would “absolutely”
drop its system of farm subsidies if the European Union eliminated its $40 billion a year
Common Agricultural Policy. Now, that’s a radical idea. It certainly trumps the calls by British
Prime Minister Tony Blair and others to double
official development aid to sub-Saharan Africa
or to forgive more debt. Getting rid of U.S. and
EU farm subsidies—and the protectionism they
entail—would do far more to address what liberals like to call a “root cause” of poverty.

By Fu Chengyu

David Gothard

any observers—including some on Con- in doing randomized trials.” In other words,
gressional oversight committees—are the less revolutionary drug (Eloxatin) got apstill puzzled by the Food and Drug Ad- proved first because its makers had jumped
ministration’s recent decision to effectively through the right bureaucratic hoops.
pull a good lung canThe Iressa move is
cer treatment called
Dr.
Pazdur’s way of
The FDA’s oncology
Iressa from the U.S.
sending another “meschief gets his revenge.
market. Let us sugsage” about the necesgest that the best way
sity of doing things his
to look at it is as an all-too-predictable case of way. It isn’t so much a withdrawal as a relabelbureaucratic revenge.
ing of the product. Patients currently on the
Forgive us for getting personal, but in this drug will be able to continue with it. But come
case the personal is the political is the policy. September no new patients will be able to start
FDA oncology drugs chief Richard Pazdur is on it outside FDA-approved clinical trials. In
the most important person in the U.S. govern- other words, the option to use Iressa freely as a
ment when it comes to cancer drugs, and he front-line cancer treatment will disappear.
has never made a secret that he dislikes the acThat prospect doesn’t sit well with patients
celerated approval process under which Iressa like Sandy Britt, who believes Iressa saved her
got the green light. Nor has he been shy about life after she was diagnosed with metastatic,
suggesting that the agency was railroaded in stage 4 lung cancer late last year. “The first docthis drug’s case.
tor gave me a death sentence,” the 46-year
The truth is that Iressa-maker AstraZeneca Alameda, California, resident tells us. “She
simply refused to play by Dr. Pazdur’s rules. In wasn’t even going to treat me.” But another doc2002—knowing it had plenty of data to qualify tor administered a genetic test that indicated she
for accelerated approval—the company re- would be one of the 10% who respond to Iressa.
buffed his requests for more trials and ap- “I’ve had an amazing response to it. They prepealed directly to something called the Onco- dicted I’d be dead now. Instead, I just got back
from three weeks in Italy.” As for Dr. Pazdur’s delogic Drugs Advisory Committee (ODAC).
cision, Ms. Britt asks a common-sense question:
That September, the practicing cancer doc“This is a drug that works amazingly well for
tors on ODAC agreed with AstraZeneca, voting
some people, so why take it off the market?”
11-3 to recommend Iressa’s approval. “Ten perThe only possible excuse is that there is now
cent [response] is pretty substantial,” remarked ODAC chairwoman Donna Przepiorka. an alternative non-chemo lung-cancer treatment
“I’ve never seen a lung cancer patient whose called Tarceva with marginally better clinicalcancer went away by itself. Very clearly there trial results. But remember that such results are
are patients whose cancer went away with only averages for the population, and that the reIressa.” Dr. Pazdur tried his best to find rea- sponses of individual patients differ widely. Dr.
sons to reject the ODAC recommendation, but Pazdur’s decision to give future cancer patients—
eventually the FDA relented, granting ap- even those with the Iressa-response gene—only
the option of Tarceva could well amount to a
proval in May 2003.
death sentence for many. Dr. Bruce Johnson of
What’s changed since? Not much about the
the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute points out that
data on Iressa’s effectiveness. We still know it
there is little data supporting the efficacy of
helps only about 10% of lung victims—nothing
Tarceva in patients who have the mutation for
to sneeze at for such a deadly cancer. There is
which Iressa is believed to be effective.
now even a genetic test to help predict in adDr. Pazdur and his allies like to suggest
vance which patients will respond.
that accelerated-approval advocates risk
What has changed is the politics. For startthrowing science out the window. But in truth,
ers, Dr. Pazdur no longer labors under the re- there’s no scientific reason to believe that
form-minded former FDA Commissioner Mark large placebo-controlled trials—in which treatMcClellan. Dr. Pazdur has also since stacked ments are tested against nothing, i.e., the proODAC with people who share his anti-industry verbial sugar pill—should be considered the
views. Most importantly, the unrelated panic “gold standard,” as Dr. Pazdur believes. Withover painkiller safety last fall has created the holding treatment is unethical in terminal dispolitical cover for Dr. Pazdur to punish Astra- eases, and we have enough historical data
Zeneca for disobeying his wishes.
about how cancer patients fare to judge new
Some readers may find it hard to believe treatments without the need for placebo conthat life and death decisions about drug approv- trol groups.
als and withdrawals would be made for politiThis was the philosophy that the practicing
cal reasons. So it’s worth pointing out that Dr. doctors of ODAC implicitly endorsed when they
Pazdur has admitted doing so before. In 2002, approved Iressa; it was the philosophy prothe FDA rejected Erbitux, with Dr. Pazdur ad- moted by former Commissioner McClellan;
mitting it was a “good drug” but that it had a and it is the philosophy that Dr. Pazdur and his
“bad development plan.” Erbitux later became fellow FDA bureaucrats are challenging by pulla clinical success against colon cancer.
ing Iressa now that there is a politically oppor-
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role, raises the specter of an eventual attempt to
renege on independence. Many Amhara regard
Eritrea as integral to Ethiopia and have never
forgiven Mr. Meles for letting it go in 1991. Others believe this scenario might be beneficial as
the Amhara, more interested in access to the
Red Sea than Badme, might agree to demarcate
the boundary in exchange for guaranteed use of
Eritrea’s ports.
All agree that one power—the U.S.—holds the
key. After the 1998-2000 war, Washington enjoyed
far warmer relations with Ethiopia and its suave
prime minister than the prickly Eritrean president, who accused the CIA of trying to topple
him. When the war on terror got under way and
the time came to choose a site for a military
base to monitor Islamic fundamentalism in the
Red Sea, the Pentagon opted for Djibouti, not
Eritrea. But rumors that Washington remains
keen on exploiting the Eritrean coastline re-
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cently flared back into life and observers detect
a certain cooling toward Addis. “When I first got
here the Americans were solely on the other side
of the border, supporting Ethiopia. Everyone is
now saying the Americans want to be equidistant to the two,” says Mr. Legwaila. “The generals keep coming here, they want to access the
Red Sea . . . . We hear the Americans are now
thinking of jumping in to break the stalemate.”
Washington officials play down the notion
that the Eritrean port of Assab could serve as a
second Red Sea base, pointing out that the Djibouti operation already represents a hefty financial outlay. But diplomats acknowledge that the
U.S., Britain and the EU, increasingly worried at
the festering dispute’s destabilizing impact on a
fragile region, are now working on a new initiative to revive the moribund peace process.
Many Eritreans see demarcation as the only
way to halt their nation’s shift to one-man rule,
removing an external threat Mr. Isaias uses to
justify the imprisonment of colleagues and journalists who criticized his
handling of the war and
the hated roundups of
AFRICA
youngsters to serve in a
AFRICA
300,000-strong
standing
army. “As long as our sovereignty is at issue, everyone knows we must pull together. Once there is demarcation, the country
will begin to heal itself
both politically and socially,” said a teacher,
who, like every Eritrean inn
de
terviewed, does not want
A
f of
to be named. “Without deGul
marcation, things remain
in limbo.”
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In recent months, spirSO
its have lifted slightly in
depressed Asmara, thanks
Indian to the staging of a series
Ocean of meetings at which 7,000
members of the ruling
party were invited to air
100
0
their grievances. “Party
MILES
leaders were astonished
by the reaction,” said one
veteran party member. “Everyone was standing
up and saying ‘What is this nonsense? Why all
these arbitrary detentions? Why is the military
running everything?’”
But cynics wait for the other shoe to drop.
They point out that the “let’s have an open discussion” technique was used by the likes of Mao
and Stalin to flush out critics ahead of a new
wave of arrests. And Mr. Isaias, who trained in
China and whose decisions increasingly smack
of classical Marxism, has certainly done his revolutionary reading.
Locked into old-fashioned ideological paradigms, bent on never losing face, Messrs. Isaias
and Meles—two friends turned bitter enemies—
seem a world away from the determined optimism driving the G-8’s leaders in Scotland.
Ms. Wrong is the author of “I Didn’t Do It For
You: How The World Betrayed A Small African
Nation,” just published by HarperCollins.
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